
RUNNING BOARDS
ORIGINAL DIES ........................0308-(L or R) ....$285.00 ea

Galvanized, Some die marks and wrinkles like original
CUSTOM MADE .......................0307-(L or R) ....$250.00 ea

Ribbed, no die marks, sharper edges, no wrinkles, no holes
CHINA MADE ............................0309-(L or R) ....$210.00 ea

Black plated. Decent board, some die marks and wrinkles
SMOOTHY, STEEL ...................0310-(L or R) ....$285.00 ea

Smooth and hand formed, no bolt holes or ribs, see special 
mounting bolts below

FIBERGLASS, RIBBED ..........6513-(L or R) ....$195.00 ea
Has some advantages over steel in price and rust of 
course, but also it is less likely to get small dents from 
road debris or stretch & bow when subjected to continuous 
weight loads such as being stepped on for 50 years.

Long bed running boards, see page 136

RUNNING BOARD BRACE, ADJUSTABLE
For fine tuning running board fit and angle, a perfectly straight 
line here straightens up the whole look of the truck. Accepts 
53-55 gas tank and battery trays.
Plain steel, each ...........................0342 ....................$82.50 ea
Plain steel, set of 4 .......................0342-4 ............. $319.95 set
Stainless, each .............................0341-SS ............ $118.50 ea
Stainless, set of 4 .........................0341-SS4 ......... $425.00 set

BRACE MOUNTING BOLTS 
To frame only, for running board top bolts see below. Kit does 
only one brace.
Zinc ...............................................80342-Z ............... $3.00 set
Stainless button head ...................80342-SB .............. $8.00 kit
Smoothy board mounting bolts .....80314 ..................$12.50 ea

Glue or tack weld on bottom of board.
REINFORCEMENT BRACES Goes under board

Front .............................................0333-26 ..............$26.50 ea
Rear ..............................................0333 ....................$28.50 ea

BOARD TO BRACES BOLT KIT Does both boards
Polished stainless, hex ..................80312-PS ........... $12.50 kit
Polished stainless button ..............80312-PB ............ $18.00 kit
Plain stainless...............................80312-SS .............. $8.00 kit
Zinc ...............................................80312-Z ................ $5.50 kit

BOARD TO REAR FENDER BOLT KIT Does both boards
Plain stainless...............................80313-SS .............. $6.50 kit
Zinc ...............................................80313-Z ................ $4.50 kit

BOARD TO FRONT FENDER BOLT & GROMMET KIT
Does both sides ............................0311 ..................... $4.75 set

RUNNING BOARD SIDE PANEL
Included in our running boards
Order R or L ..................................0332-L or R .........$28.50 ea

STEP PLATES 
Polished aluminum, straight back, painted crest, red & black
Pair ...............................................0324-PNT  ...........$59.95 pr
Bolt kit, polished ss, does both .....80324-PS ............. $5.00 set

Running boards being stamped by original dies have die marks, wrinkles, and are galvanized. Boards made in china are pretty 
nice, punched for bolts and are a good reproduction, they also have wrinkles on edges like originals.
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